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Still no services nor events in Church to offer you in June—except that
if you’re on Facebook you can watch Paul taking a service at 9.30 a.m.
each Sunday. IF NOT you can still follow it later
through this website (just click on the link to ’Facebook’ on the home page
and ‘not now’ when asked if you want to join Facebook).
You can also find there the Ascension Day service, the first that Paul has
been able to take in the church since the ’lockdown’
He continues to send out Email updates keeping us in touch with
news, encouraging words and useful suggestions.
If you would like to receive this, please contact him at
rev.paul.c.roberts@gmail.com with your name and email address.

Dear Friends
Pentecost
Of all the festivals of the Christian year, Pentecost is the one when we would
most want to be together in a crowd, as it was on this day that we remember
the Holy Spirit being poured out on 120 believers together in one place, and
then a crowd of 3,000 responding to Peter’s message of
salvation. Instead, unless things change in the next
few days, we shall still be restricted in our movements and only allowed out for essential journeys
or exercise.
Nevertheless, we can still welcome the Holy
Spirit – the Spirit of God – the Spirit of Jesus –
into our homes and our lives because he is not
limited by lockdown. He makes God real to us,
he reminds us that we are God’s children, he
helps us to pray, he helps us to continue what
Jesus started during his time on earth – that is
proclaiming the good news of God’s kingdom.

The Holy Spirit gives us gifts, and his fruit grows
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within us, so if we are feeling anxious let the
fruit of peace grow, and if we are feeling frustrated let the fruit of patience grow, and if we
are feeling depressed let the fruit of joy grow
in you, and if you are getting on each other’s
nerves let the fruit of gentleness and kindness
grow.
I’m enjoying seeing the seeds that I planted in
my garden some weeks ago grow up into mature plants, but even more satisfying is seeing
the fruit of the Spirit grow in people’s lives,
and in my own: love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness,
and self-control.

May your spiritual garden be as fruitful as
your physical garden this year.
God bless.

AND NOW IT’S ..
Most of us, apart from key workers and others who have
continued to go to work, have been in ‘lockdown’ now for
over two months. How blessed we are to have beautiful
countryside on our doorstep offering freedom and fresh air
for our permitted walks—and how kind the weather has
been with the sun beckoning us outside.
It seems very appropriate that we should celebrate Pentecost at this time as perhaps we can more easily imagine the
disciples locked in the upper room, concerned and anxious
about what the future held for them. The doors of that upper
room may have been closed to the world, but the Spirit
came to open them and inspire the disciples to go into that
world with a new purpose and hope. The closed world of
fear and anxiety was changed by their prayer and by the
working of the Holy Spirit.
We may also be concerned
and anxious about our world and our lives, particularly
as we ease out of lockdown. The Spirit calls us to
move from fear to trust. Someone calculated that the
words ‘Do not be afraid’ occur 365 times in the Bible –
one for the great day of Pentecost, and one for every
other day in the rest of the year.
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Trinity Sunday … 7 June
celebrates the three Persons of God: the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit.
... yet the idea of One God in three Persons is not easy to
get our heads around. So why is the Trinity so important
for us?
These thoughts I have come across maybe help us to understand this concept a little better …

‘First, the Trinity provides us with a model of community.
God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit relate to one another in love and work together to accomplish God’s purpose in the world. Each person of the Godhead complements and builds on the
work of other members of the Trinity. God intends that our life together in the Christian community should reflect the very life of God Himself. Secondly, we find our
mission in the Trinity. Jesus said, ‘As the Father has sent me, so I send you.’ As
the Father sent His Son into the world, so Jesus sends us out to do the Father’s
work, equipped by the Spirit of God. All three persons of the Godhead are at work
in our lives and church, as well as in the world around. If we live with a renewed
awareness of the Trinity, our spiritual lives will deepen, our vision of God’s kingdom
will expand, and the work that God has chosen for us will take on a new vitality and
urgency.’
Tell me how it is that in this room there are three candles and but one light,
and I will explain to you the mode of the divine existence. - John Wesley
‘Trying to explain the doctrine of the Trinity has kept many a theologian busy down
the centuries. One helpful picture is to imagine the sun shining in the sky. The
sun itself – way out there in space, and unapproachable in its fiery majesty – is the
Father. The light that flows from it, and which illuminates all our lives, is the Son.
The heat that flows from it, and which gives us all the energy to move and grow, is
the Holy Spirit. You cannot have the sun without its light and its heat. The light
and the heat are from the sun, are of the sun, and yet are also distinct in themselves, with their own roles to play. In other words, the sun eternally gives off light
and heat, and whenever we turn to its brilliant light, we find that the warmth and life
soon follows.’
After the celebration of Pentecost, Trinity Sunday often seems to get overlooked, but
perhaps it is really one of the more important Sundays of the church year. And as there
are many ’Sundays after Trinity’ we certainly have plenty of time to learn more! Ed.

Church Prayer Garden
Last month we learned that Christine McCutchion had put some
laminated prayer cards on the benches in the churchyard.
While the church building remains locked, and the weather has
been fine, it has been good to be able to offer people this welcome to the churchyard and garden where they can find a
place of quiet for reflection and prayer. We know that some
have found this useful and very uplifting. This is just a reminder that the prayer cards are still there, the seats are warm and
welcoming in the sun (but please keep your distance from others)
and the peace and quiet offers a haven of rest for mind and spirit.
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My goodness – it’s a funny old world
(cont)

After last month’s update on progress with the flat roofs and kitchen repairs, I am
delighted to say that the work is now complete.

We had arranged with Keith Harris
Carpets to come in once the kitchen
units had been re-installed, and pretty
well everything went to plan.
On Day 1 they laid a self-levelling
screed which was so smooth it looked
like water:-

and then once it had dried the new
vinyl flooring could go down. There
was a minor holdup when the usual
suppliers of vinyl remained closed
under lockdown, but another was
found somewhere in the Orpington
area and the company collected it.
Then after a hard day’s work by Luke
our floor looked like this:-

A few more days passed and the lead contractors returned to finish everything off;
and we now have a kitchen looking like this:
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A working tap for the sink under the window, and new sockets for the night
storage heater.
It has been a difficult and trying 9 months since that August storm in 2019, but
we have won through, and even the Covid 19 lockdown has been a blessing,
enabling all this work to be undertaken without any disruption to the church
community.
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Now all we have to worry about is the spire!
Despite everything that has gone on since February 9th when Storm Ciara interrupted Sue’s sermon by destroying the big old fir tree just outside the churchyard
wall, and bringing down our phone line, we forget the damage sustained by the
spire at the top of our C15th tower.

Over the last few weeks the squirrels have nibbled a hole in the
boards beneath the cedar wooden
shingles, and that is now attracting the unhealthy interest of the
Old Coulsdon pigeon population.

Clearly it is an urgent repair that must be dealt with, and I am pleased to say that it
has been inspected by both our contractor and the church’s inspecting architect,
both from ground level and from inside the spire, when the three of us squeezed
up through the hatch.
We have obtained a Faculty (planning permission) from the Diocese for the work
to go ahead, and have been speaking with Ecclesiastical Insurance regarding a
claim on our insurance policy, and today Friday 22 nd they confirmed that repairs to
the damage (less our £500 Excess) would be covered.
Hopefully I will report on this next month, but for now I must put this to bed or face
the wrath of Wendy our magazine Editor as her deadline approaches.
Tony

JAM,
TINS OF MIXED VEG & FRUIT AND TOILET ROLLS ...
‘

… are on the latest list of the Purley Food Hub’s request for goods to enable them to
continue with their home food delivery service to hard-pressed clients and their families Each Wednesday for the duration of the coronavirus emergency, they are delivering
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packages of food, toiletries, etc, to clients referred by
Ticket Partners, local churches, schools and GP surgeries. Other food banks are serving other parts of the
Borough of Croydon, mostly through home delivery
services like theirs.
Although St. John’s is locked we’re still collecting
items for the Hub, on behalf of the church. These
can be left in a marked box by the front door of 202
Coulsdon Road—and we will gladly take them
down to the Hub.
Especially requested at present are:

Savoury Spread - Meat/Fish Paste/Peanut
Butter • Jars of Jam and Honey • Tins of Rice Pudding • Custard Tinned and Packet • Tinned Ready Meat Meals • Potatoes - Tinned and
Packet • Tins of Mixed Vegetables • Tinned Pulses - Kidney Beans,
Lentils, Chickpeas, etc. • Tinned Fruit • Cartons of Long Life Whole
Milk (NOT skimmed milk please!) • Toilet Rolls • Small Washing Up
Liquid • Washing Tablets/Capsules • Shower Gel
Delighted to tell you that we were able to take 7 carrier bags of goods down to the Hub
about a fortnight ago. The helpers are always pleased to see us and send their very
grateful thanks and those of their clients for your ongoing support. We are planning to
go again on the first Wednesday in June and happy to continue taking any items that
you are kind enough to donate. WB

NEWS FROM LOCK-DOWN
Messy Church
With my ‘L’ plates on I am now recording a talk for Messy
Church and Paul is uploading it to St John’s Facebook
page and YouTube. (See the link. https://
youtu.be/6AdCqTRZsO4 ) Thankfully I was ably assisted by ‘Rufus’ last time. ‘Rufus’ is our Messy Church
dog hand-puppet. Having come out of church, he now
lives with me. Obviously social distancing is impossible between Rufus and myself, but thankfully he was
still smiling after a quick turn in my washing machine!!!
At Messy church we say the Lord’s Prayer with actions
each week, so am linking the talk with the prayer. Doing the actions to prayer assists the memory. Our families continue to have spasmodic times of chats, as we
keep in touch with each other; praying for people in need
and knowing that we are all part of God’s family.

Church
Paul Roberts, Pam Richardson and I are doing a course this
year entitled Mission Shaped Ministry. On one of our Zoom meetings someone mentioned that she had started a Prayer Garden. This started me think-
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ing of what might be possible for us with all the restrictions of lock-down. With the
church building closed for personal prayer, the laminated prayers on the benches have
been helpful to those who visit the church garden. I met a family there yesterday who
had just been to a funeral. One man commented how much he appreciated the 23 rd
psalm being attached to the back of a bench. We are now thinking of other ways we
might develop the idea of a Prayer garden with some verses from scripture. The Prayer
table is growing up and out. Watch this space!!
Christine McCutchion.

MOTHERS’ UNION ...
Here is a prayer from Sheran Harper, MU Worldwide President,
which really sums up what MU is all about! Loving Lord,
We thank you that Mothers' Union is a global, member-led, volunteer movement. We thank you that. united in our diversity and living out our faith, we
support individuals and families to transform their lives. Empowered by your
grace, we are embedded in the Church and community, and have unprecedented reach that gives a voice to the marginalised and vulnerable. We thank
you for your blessing on our work as we glorify your Holy Name. Amen

Since Christmas members of the Pray.
Knit and Chat group have been busy with
their knitting needles and, as of April, you can see from the photos, a
staggering 89 beanie hats, 7 tiny matinee jackets, 21 small bags and
one pair of wrist warmers have been made, and I am sure there are
more items in the pipeline that haven't reached me yet!"
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And you won’t be surprised to hear that
Hazel has been busy with her knitting
needles again—celebrating the 75th VE
Day Anniversary by producing bunting to
display in her window.
We understand she wasn’t the only one—
as Lynn also knitted special bunting for
the occasion.

Fancy a virtual outing?
Another local MU branch was
due to go on an outing to the
beautiful gardens of Morden
Hall Park, but of course that had
to be cancelled. However, not
to be outdone, they have come
up with a very imaginative solution - a virtual tour with written
commentary. If you would like
to see a copy of this which includes poems, prose, internet

links, and lovely pictures,
please email me at nicyroberts@gmail.com
Nicy

LOVE IS...
A group of professional people posed this question to a group of 4 to 8 year-olds, “What
does love mean?” The answers they got were broader and deeper than anyone could
have imagined. Here are just a few … more later!
“When my grandmother got arthritis, she couldn’t bend over and paint her toenails anymore. So my grandfather does it for her all the time, even when his
hands got arthritis too. That’s love.” Rebecca - age 8
“When someone loves you, the way they say your name is different. You just
know that your name is safe in their mouth.” Billy - age 4
“Love is when you go out to eat and give somebody most of your chips without
making them give you any of theirs.” Chrissy - age 6
“Love is what makes you smile when you’re tired.”

Torn - age 4

“Love is when my mummy makes coffee for my daddy and she takes a sip before
giving it to him, to make sure the taste is OK.” Danny - age 7

So wise, so wonderful!
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A MEDITATIVE PRAYER FOR PENTECOST
(and at any other time)

‘READY TO RECEIVE’
Sue Oxlade

The table is set:
My body is ready to receive the meal set before me:
the food that will nourish and sustain me.
I picture a steaming, home-cooked meal, served at the
kitchen table.
I picture a table in a restaurant, sparkling glasses and
cutlery, my friends studying the menu.
I picture the family in front of the T.V. sharing pizzas which have been delivered.
I picture the office workers grabbing sandwiches and drinks from a nearby shop.
I picture ragged children in a faraway land with bowls containing a small serving of
rice – all they will get today.
Lord – is my heart ready to receive the Holy Spirit, the gift that will nourish and
sustain my life? How will it come?
I think of the messages that come from Scripture.
I think of the warmth of friendship.
I think of the wonders of God’s creation.
I think of the joy of shared worship.
I think of the conversations at church groups and meetings.
I think of the warm glow that John Wesley described.
I think of the wind and flames at that first Pentecost.
and so, I pray:
“Come, Holy Spirit, fill my heart and kindle in me the fire of your love.”

Another little mystery at St John’s
Working in and around the church as I do, I recently came across this mark on a wall:I thought it might be fun for the young people to
tell us what it is, and what it relates to, and for a
bonus prize, what it actually tells us.
Good luck
Tony
(Now we’ll all be looking for it! And I’ve discovered there are three more in Canon’s Hill and
more all around Old Coulsdon. Ed.)
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Cooking in Lockdown!
Have you enjoyed cooking in lockdown? What have you made that you’ve never
attempted before? I’ve had great fun cooking, especially when I couldn’t easily
get hold of usual things like digestive biscuits and croissants for Easter breakfast.
So I had a go at making them, improvising
with some ingredients. I sieved granary
bread flour to get enough ‘bits’ for the
‘oatiness’ in these biscuits. It was quite
exciting - experimenting! Though behind
all this was a bit of panic - not being able
to get biscuits, flour or yeast. But finding a
mill in the Cotswolds was a great help and
also finding somewhere to buy fresh yeast
helped smooth things out.
Cooking like this just has become the
norm. I tried new recipes like Chicken
Laska using up a tin of coconut milk
we’d found in the cupboard. And now
we’ve discovered we really like Thai
Red Curry. I’d also started a sourdough starter and got into sourdough
bread making - there’s such a following on this on-line with many giving
quite intricate instructions - it was all a
bit mesmerising. But I found my bread
maker could take some of the work out
of it!

Then I came up with the idea of freezing orange skins (we had lots because back
then we couldn’t get orange juice) - freezing the orange halves made it easy to
grate orange peel into biscuit mix for these orange cookies.
This all Sounds amazing, but reality
is that much of this was t r i a l and
Error! LOTS of times! The digestives tasted lovely, though a bit
hard and crunchy (it took ages to
make the holes with a fork). And
while the bread takes a great photo
it didn’t have the fantastic large
‘holey' look that sourdough bread
has - tasted good. And that was on
the sixth attempt!
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And then these croissants - look
good here before I proofed them in
too hot an oven - all the butter melted out - they went splat! They came
out more like bready cake! I’ve a
way to go.
But, with the help of the bread maker
I’ve managed bread rolls and malted
granary loaf - having discovered malt
extract for the first time. I’m telling
you this because this cooking experience was a
journey - exciting, but underlying this was
the seriousness of what we were going
through.
At the start I was trying to cook exciting
things to keep us having something to
look forward to in amongst the news with
its dreadful Covid 19 facts. It’s why I
cooked these Cinnamon Buns that had
once
been made into a birthday cake - which everyone loved, reminding us of a lovely celebration! All
this was about coping with the pandemic.
So how have you been coping during all
this? What have you been doing in lockdown?
This lockdown is really about what routines we want to set ourselves that give
us life: What do we really need? What is nice to have? What should be left
aside? It doesn’t matter if it’s cakes, gardening, or anything else. What matters is
that what we do is life-giving and joyful. It’s too easy to get swept into events that
flare up during the day. If we know what routines are life-giving and if we know
where we’re going, we have a foundation for each day.
So try cooking new recipes, and old, but remember the necessities of asking what
God thinks first - even if it’s ‘…Shall I make rolls for lunch?’ and all the other great
food that God has nudged you to make. Just ask him. Choose with him what to
do in making ‘your daily bread’ and see the difference his influence makes.
Then, as it says in Psalm 38:4, we will…Taste and see that the Lord is good! Because when we’ve sorted out our recipes at the beginning of the day with God, it
will mean we find a joy in life and peace during these times. Sue
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BEATITUDES for a GLOBAL PANDEMIC
Blessed are those who stay indoors for they have
protected others.

Blessed are the unemployed and the self-employed,
for their need of God is great.
Blessed are the corner shopkeepers, for they are
the purveyors of scarce things.
Blessed are the delivery drivers and the postal workers, for they are
the bringers of essential things.
Blessed are the hospital workers; the ambulance crews, the doctors, the nurses,
the care assistants, and the cleaners, for they stand between us and the grave,
and the Kingdom of Heaven is surely theirs.
Blessed are the checkout workers,
for they have patience and fortitude in the face of overwork and frustration.
Blessed are the refuse collectors,
for they will see God despite the mountains of waste.
Blessed are the teachers, for they remain steadfast and constant in disturbing times.

Blessed are the church workers; the deacons, priests and bishops,
for they are a comforting presence in a hurting world as they continue to
signpost towards God.
Blessed are the single parents, for they are coping alone with their
responsibilities and there is no respite.

Blessed are those who are alone, for they are children of God and
with Him they will never be lonely.
Blessed are the bereaved (who mourn the loss of loved ones).
They shall be comforted.
Blessed are those who are isolated with their abusers,
for one day – we pray - they will know safety.
Blessed are all during this time who have pure hearts; all who still hunger and thirst for
justice; all who work for peace and who model mercy. May you know comfort. May
you know calm. And may the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and
the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, be with us all. Amen.
by Jayne Manfredi @TheWomanfredi

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT!
A scientific study in 2014 asked participants to sit alone in silent contemplation for
15 minutes. If they couldn’t stand it they could end it by pushing a button which
gave them an electric shock. Even though all participants had previously stated
that they would pay money to avoid being shocked with electricity, rather than just
sit there quietly and think, 67 per cent of men and 25 per cent of women opted for
the electric shock.
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Three wheels on my wagon ………..
There was I happily taking my exercise in the churchyard when this happened:

Fortunately I had a good 2/1 degree in ‘bodging’ from the
University of Life, and managed to fix it by raiding our son’s box of old car and motorcycle bits: … and it seemed to work!

God sent a cleaner
Pastor Lee McClelland of The Ark Church, Belfast recently contracted Covid-19 and
was in a critical condition in hospital. He describes below what happened next:
‘I remember one night in the hospital when I honestly didn't know whether I would
make it or not. I thought I was moments away from ending up on a ventilator. The
nurses and the doctors had helped me with all sorts of things and got drips up and all
that they needed to do. I remember really crying to the Lord and asking him to help
me and somehow encourage my heart and strengthen me.

I'm in an isolation ward and no-one, friends or family, can get in. All of a sudden this
cleaner came in. He was like a ray of sunshine and he began to chat to me. He
asked me how I was and talked to me about hanging in there. He said that he was a
missionary in Nigeria for 14 years and how God had saved many souls through his
ministry. God had used him over the years to reach people and here he is, as a
cleaner, encouraging my heart. He's telling me about souls and the love of Jesus.
Just this last couple of years he had found himself back home in Northern Ireland.
When God needs to reach you, he knows exactly who is the right person. In that moment of time, it was a cleaner. No one else could get in and God sent a cleaner.
As he stood at the door to leave, he says, "Son, can I pray for you?". I said,
"Absolutely!". He began to pray at the door and asked the Holy Spirit to visit me, heal
my body and touch my lungs. He pleaded with God Almighty to spare my life and
continue to use me and then he left. That night, I remember, I started to turn around.
Don't tell me that God doesn't know our every need. God sent a cleaner to reach me.
Never underestimate how God can use your life. Never underestimate what God can
do with you - no matter your title, no matter your position in society. God can use you
to reach people.
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WAKE UP ANGELS!
(but don’t fall off your poles)
“Hey, what’s going on?”
“Were you asleep?”
“Yes, it’s been so quiet and boring
here with nobody around, what’s an
angel to do but look out of the window or fall asleep?”
“Well, you can wake up now and pay attention. Paul’s come in and there’s Nicy
too. I think he’s going to take a service.”
“But why has he left us alone for so
long? I thought perhaps he’d left the
parish, and everybody else had too
for that matter.”
“No, silly, there’s been a pandemic.”
“A whaaat?”
“Shsh! A pandemic. There’s been a very nasty disease which is making people all
over the world very ill.”
“What, everybody?”
“No, but a lot of people. Many have been so ill they’ve had to go to hospital and
some have died from it.”
“That’s awful! So is everybody in the parish ill?
“No, but they’ve had to stay at home to stop the disease spreading”
“So, why’s Paul here preaching to Nicy? He could be doing that at home.”
“Just Paul (and Nicy, because she lives with him) can now come to the church.
Can’t you see his computer? Lots of people are watching him on their computers at
home.”
“Wow! That’s amazing!”
“Good, isn’t it. It means people can feel things are beginning to improve.”
“You mean others will be able to come and be with us soon?”
“Yes, but they don’t seem to know when … and then only a few at a time.”
“Oh, I can’t wait to see the little ones, our older friends and everyone else in between .. and hear everybody singing and being so happy to see each other and
being in God’s house together again.”
“Yes, I think they must have been missing that too.”
“Oh, I suppose we should have been following the service, instead of chatting ..
but never mind, it’s just good to see them and hear their voices .. and I’m sure
there’ll be more coming soon.”
“But you’ll just have to be patient while we wait for the others to come back.”
“Oh, look they’ve gone again. I’m going back to sleep. I’m sooo bored!”

THE DEADLINE for items for the July edition of the parish magazine is Monday,
15 June – by email: wendy.burton@coulsdon.net. Please help the Editor by letting
her have inspirational stories and more tales from ‘lockdown’ . Thank you.
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TIME for
BRAIN AEROBICS!
Can you unscramble all these foods
mentioned in the Bible?

1. ah wet

2. bleary

3. cube scrum

4. soon in

5. sleek

6. tell sin

7. so evil

8. pagers

9. debra

10. in grave

11. balm

12. oy hen

13.. mud rats
15. air sins

14. last
16. stead

17. gnomes tea rap
18. hip saint scout

19. sid fridge

20. slam don

Don’t count the days - make the days count!
THE PARISH CHURCH OF OLD COULSDON
CLERGY

The Rector, Rev. Paul Roberts,
The Rectory, Coulsdon Road, Old Coulsdon
(not available on Mondays)
The Rev. Sue Thomas
(available Thursdays & Sundays)

01737 552152
020 8406 9300

READER:
WARDENS

Christine McCutchion

01737 553681

Tony Tucker
Anne Dyer

01737 555590
01737 555296

PARISH OFFICE: Usually Monday-Friday 9.30 a.m. - 12 noon
but operating remotely while the Church is locked.
Please contact Paul Roberts by phone
or Email stjohns@coulsdon.net
with any queries for the Office .
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We are grateful to all those who support St. John’s by placing their advertisements in this magazine. If you would
like to advertise your company or services here please contact the Parish Office at stjohns@coulsdon.net or call 01737
552461.
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WELCOME TO OASIS BYRON PART OF THE OASIS COULSDON HUB
ON THE OASIS ACADEMY BYRON SITE WE OFFER THE COMPLETE PACKAGE OF HIGH QUALITY
EDUCATION AND CHILDCARE IN A FULLY INCLUSIVE AND WELCOMING ENVIRONMENT
FOR FAMILIES FROM PREGNANCY TO 11 YEARS
BYRON CHILDREN’S CENTRE HAS A WIDE RANGE OF HEALTH AND EARLY YEARS ACTIVITES FOR EXPECTANT MOTHERS AND FAMILIES WITH
UNDER 5’S
THE MULBERRY BUSH OFFERS HIGH QUALITY CHILDCARE FOR CHILDREN AGED 2 – 11 INCLUDING FREE SESSIONS FOR 2 -4 YEAR OLDS
8.00-6.00
48 WEEKS A YEAR
OASIS ACADEMY BYRON OFFERS PRIMARY EDUCTION FOR CHILDREN FROM RECEPTION TO YEAR 6 ON A FANATASTIC GREEN AND SECURE
SITE
PLEASE LOOK AT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION OR CALL THE NUMBERS TO ARRANGE A VISIT

Graded ‘Outstanding in all areas’ by Ofsted—Oct. 2018
www.oasisacademybyron.org
Oasis Academy Byron 020 8668 4877

Byron Children’s Centre 020 8763 6285
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Mulberry Bush 020 8660 4180

1 Norfolk House, Wellesley Road, Croydon, CR0 1LH
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